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Fall Armyworm (FAW) Update        9/5/19 

 

 

 

In the past two weeks we found significantly more armyworms than we have all summer. However, the 

infestation of worms seemed to be concentrated to one specific area of one of the fields we are scouting. 

There were between 45-75 worms of various sizes in one sweep.  Even though the infestation was 

concentrated to a small area, in this case, I recommended chemical control before they could spread onto 

other areas of the field. There was a heightened number of moths caught in the trap as well, but 

surprisingly less than expected even though there were so many worms. 

 

Before deciding its time to spray in your own fields, I recommend scouting thoroughly. Examine a 

square foot individual area, in several places in your field. If more than two FAW’s are present in most 

square foot areas, chemical control is recommended.  If an infestation is concentrated to a small area, it 

may not require chemical control of the entire field, so getting on your hands and knees and scouting is 

the best way to save money. Remember, pesticides are only effective on the worm, not the moth. 

 

I would expect the rain we received this week to bring in even more FAW’s so be on the lookout! If you 

notice any browning or loss of foliage that resembles drought stress, it could very well be Fall 

Armyworms. Remember, healthier foliage recovers faster than already-stressed foliage.  

 

If you are concerned that you have FAW damage, but aren’t quite sure, or if you have FAW questions, 

please reach out to the Camp County Extension office at 903-856-5005.  

  

If you haven’t already, be sure to follow Camp County Extension on Facebook @CampCoAgrilife 

 

All data and recommendations are based on Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Resources. Product names 

and recommendations are not endorsements of products. 

 

Sincerely, 

Kaycee Davis         

County Extension Agent- Agriculture, Camp County   

115 Dr. ML King Jr. Ave, Ste D        

Pittsburg, TX 756686      
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Picture 1. Insignificant size comparison of 

FAWs found earlier in August. 

 

 
Picture 2. 

 

Pictures 2 and 3: Infestation of FAW’s found in 

the last two weeks, note increased quantity and 

various larger sizes. The rain we received has 

definitely helped our pastures, but has also 

allowed for the FAW moths and worms to 

migrate here. 

 
Picture 3.  

 

 Picture 4. Square foot tool used to aid in 

scouting for FAWs. Depending on pasture size, 

it would be good to test 10 random square foot 

areas for armyworms to get a good 

representation of the field.  

 

     


